Program for Inhuman Theater, 
or
The Monstrous Desire of the Things

The starting point of my lecture will be the following claim: if we could speak of a potential shift in contemporary performance production, it takes place in the horizon of new dynamic ontologies. The new tendencies at stake are formulating through artistic means questions and experimenting with problems, simultaneous to the crucial for contemporary philosophy, science and politics questions: What is agency? What is process? What is change? What is decision? Or, what is the force of desire? What is the desire of the things?

Hence, this transformative-materialist turn comes not as a sequel, but as critical reformulation or even as sharp contrast to the relational and/or ‘social’ turn of the previous decades: the dynamic demand of things is opposed to the performative connections in the age of networks. The obscure demand of things, demand of tumultuous forces and desires, insists against the hegemonic reality of performance capitalism. Instead of focusing on ‘relationality’, or instrumental relations, today we must face the complex processes, complex agencies and operations, techniques and forms of production and organisation, the understanding of which only could make the transformation of the initial conditions possible. Instead of speaking of ‘simple’, substantial or quasi-substantial things and relations (both commodified as products), we need to formulate anew the question of agencies and subjectivities, therefore the question of conditions of transformation, division and therefore decision.

In this lecture I will to propose further articulation of constellation of concepts, central for my work in the last decade – transformative ontology, disorganization, tekhnno-aesthetics, metamorphosis. The conceptual experiment will be based on the method of philosophical figurology; the mythical figures of the Sphinx, of Pandora and Arachne, or more recent monsters like Frankenstein, as well as the obscure action of things in contemporary performance, will be interpreted and conceptually manipulated.

What is Inhuman Theatre?

What would be a theater without human? A scene of the inhuman? Perhaps theatre has no other origin but this very question, which has opened space for the monster called human to become itself.
The question of theater is first and foremost a question of the force, which exceeds the human. This force is the obscure force of desire, a boundless, and therefore ‘inhuman’ force. Desire is Monster.

The time for post-human theatre, theatre of limitless desire and unlimited subjectivation of things, has come.

Background readings:


**Boyan Manchev** is philosopher, Professor at the New Bulgarian University (Sofia) and guest Professor at the Sofia University and the Berlin University of the Arts (UdK Berlin). He is also former Director of Program and Vice-President of the International College of Philosophy in Paris. His actual research, which proposes the perspective of a radical materialism, is focused on the fields of ontology, philosophy of art and political philosophy.

Manchev has lectured widely at European, North-American and Japanese universities and cultural institutions. He has organised and/or collaborated to number of projects, congresses and public forums dealing with philosophy, art and politics at the CPh, EHESS and Palais de Tokyo (Paris), UTCP (Tokyo), Haus der Kulturen der Welt, Volksbühne and NBK (Berlin), ZKM (Karlsruhe), Tanzquartier, MUMOK, WUK and IWM (Vienna), Columbia University, PS1 and Apexart (New York), ICA, SGHG and SLS (Sofia), the Festival d’Avignon, among others.

Manchev has also participated as theorist, dramaturge or performer in theater, contemporary dance and visual arts projects. He co-authored with Ani Vaseva the theatre pieces *A Dying Play* and *Frankenstein*, and curated the exhibition *Out of Time* at the Sofia City Art Gallery (March – April 2011).